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Is it time to pause, understand yourself and your purpose?

• What do you want? 

• More insight? New Goals? 

• An understanding of the way you face challenges?

• Direction now and for the future? 

• A way to be more present and effective with communication?

• Greater affect? A changed affect?

Make the time to imagine, contemplate, consider, learn, get new 

understandings, plan and enjoy robust conversations and valuable 

understandings with a group of people wanting….. more.

Join the PURE Breakthrough 
Join Affectus at an all-inclusive annual two-day Workshop. You will Pause, 

Unearth, Review and Expand.

Breakthrough!

Pause Unearth Review Expand

PURE 
Breakthrough
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Perhaps you are someone who looks forward no matter how 

average you feel or how unfocused you are. 

You regularly look for opportunities to know more about yourself 

and find out more about yourself so that your impact is greater 

and more purposeful. 

You want your affect to be bigger - more positive. 

Now is the time to re-examine you and your affect.

Your affect will be greater when you have a chance to think, review, 

pause and focus. 

It will be a far simpler process to make a greater impact if you 

have had a chance to step out of the business of your daily routine 

and get a clearer picture of you, your values, your skills and 

abilities and your why.

That’s exactly what you will discover attending and 
engaging in these two days of change and direction.
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Here’s what you will do
You will spend time:

• Mapping how you have arrived where you are today 

• Understanding how this has happened and considering the key elements

• Enjoying the specific venue and surrounding environs selected for the event

Here’s what we guarantee
• Exceptionally facilitated learning and insight sessions

• Materials designed for your insights and knowledge building

• New direction

• Tranquil environs to explore in which to contemplate and consider

• Delicious food and an extremely comfortable sleeping space

Here’s what Affectus will do
• Facilitate PURE Breakthrough

• Gather a terrific group of people together so that the conversations will be robust 

and the understandings will be valuable

• Organise your accommodation

• Plan and source delicious food for the entire event

Here’s what you need to do
• Keep up to date with details via an Expression of Interest. This will offer you the 

best option to secure your place when registrations open. Places are limited.

• Book 26, 27 and 28 November into your calendar. Note: arrival is after 4pm, 26 

November 2019.

https://affectusaus.com.au/pure-breakthrough-eoi/
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Affectus has been researching and writing about challenges.  

It seems something happens when we look at the challenge 

and say yes. 

How have you learned to face challenges? Wouldn’t it be good 

to understand this about yourself? And imagine how much 

more insight and understanding you could bring to finding 

your why if you had a handle on this self-knowledge? 

Yep you will cover this

Imagine if you could 

identify where you want to 

be and at the same time 

quiet those “naysayer 

voices” we all have. 

Imagine if you could see 

clearly a pathway to your 

purpose. 

Yep you will cover this

You will also have time to talk, write, walk, contemplate, eat and drink.

All you have to do is get to the location - Q Station, North Heads, Manly for dinner on 

26 November 2019.

Think about how better your day-to-day 

would be if you could communicate more 

efficiently to be able to hear what is needed 

and be in the moment. 

Consider how many messages would 

be clear and audible so that you could 

synthesise and respond. 

Yep you will cover this


